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Dance, funk, italo electro, disco, house , pop ,and brass strings orchestrated. This is a mixture of greatest

hits of Purple Flash of the 80s and 70s that touches every popular style in that era. Produced by

underground Producer Pierre Perpall. 8 MP3 Songs POP: 80's Pop, ELECTRONIC: Dance Details: Pierre

Perpall (purple flash ) Canadian and u.s. Disco artist born in montreal. Performed under the names

Perpall, Purple Flash and Pluton and the Humanoids. he is the first black artist to have a succesful career

in quebec , canada. Pierre Perpall - producer, entertainer has been in the business since 1965. He has

recorded 10 albums, 20 singles 45 rpm ,and 11 single 12 inch vinyls, his greatest disco dance hits

beetween 1976 to 1984 ("Them Changes") under the name Perpall ("We Can Make It") under the name

Purple Flash ("Creme Soufflee") under the name Purple Flash ("World Invaders") under the name Pluton

and the Humanoids. He also recorded at the end of the 60s era, ..his friends of the disco era that he is

still in contact today are Nancy Martinez, Martin Stevens, Alma Faye Brooks and Gino Soccio, Freddie

james ,chris mills ,geraldine hunt,tony green ,kat mandu ,carol gianni. If you want to know more about

Pierre Perpall, (purple flash ) you can go to perpall.vpweb photos and bios ect,,,, his 12 inches were

released in 5 countries but were sold as imports in over 20 countries. this album is a compilation of his

greatest disco, dance, funk,and electro hits , as a producer you will feel the versatilaty of following the

trends , he is known mostly for his biggest hit (We can make it ) wich he wrote and played all the

instruments on the track.He is still very active today producing shows and records and mostly performing

from montreal to las vegas through the years, you can find him also pierreperpall , the entertainer as

performed with such notables as b.b. king , bonnie pointer , the drifters , celine dion , b.t. express , joe

dassin and many more.
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